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2 of 3 review helpful Shameful By Silvio C This book is as Wolfgang Pauli would say Not Even Wrong In fact it is so 
detached from reality that it does not even manage to be wrong The author has solved the most famous unsolved 
problem in pure mathematics This is twice false It is false once because quadrature of the circle with ruler and 
compass was not an unsolved problem it was solved in the Plenty of people claim to have theories that will change 
science What rsquo s rare is for other scientists to take one of these claims seriously Laurence H P is the most famous 
scientist alive today who has solved the most famous unsolved problem in pure mathematics He states that pi the 
ration of the circumference of a circle to its diameter is the exact ration equal to 3 125 A Canadian born in 1973 he 
was a mathematician rsquo s child Raised in that environmen 
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